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Graham Allen

where is that parsee tower of silence?

Death is contagious, the kingdom of worms. 
It is an active element in the universe. 
It is not subject to sanitation. 
If you touch it you are lost, but Death touches everything. 
It is the voice of a deranged hag screaming at the summer wind. 
It is in the come to bed eyes of the hot politician. 
It is a tic under the skin of each new born child. 
No segregation tames it. No exposure to the sky. 
Death marks the rise and fall of all faith, all ritual. 
Our scientists have failed to master it. 
Our teachers call it imageless and move on. 
Only carrion befriend it, waiting eagerly for our cast-offs. 
Our desolate astodans, built beyond the walls
that protect us from landslide, fire and flood,
are crammed with the dead and their time-bleached bones. 
Such centres of gravity and tears, as they lower the feast
of Dignam down, are the eyes and ears of our fevered city. 
Drowning they say is the pleasantest. 
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Mary Woodward

the miner

was here a week, while they were fund-raising in the town.
I tidied up the kitchen cupboard to make space; he put in

a bag of sugar, a jar of raspberry jam and a packet of tea.
He chain-smoked, maybe once or twice stayed and watched

the news with me. He was quiet, reserved, cautiously polite.
Then he moved on somewhere else. After the strike I heard

he’d started driving a van. All that time I knew I owed him,
as everyone did, awkwardly, without knowing how to say it. 

What was a yard of shelf, a rent free room? I didn’t talk  
about Matthew McDonagh, who’d leave Cuilmore and Sligo

each year to work in some nameless South Wales pit,
who, one summer, did not arrive back home, never saw 

his little girls again, nor met the new baby, my grandmother;
whose memories of light green hills and cold silver streams

burned and suffocated in a blinding thunderstorm of coal, 
who is lost with the thousands on those careful, terrible lists.
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Alvy Carragher

the men i keep under my bed 

 Note: the following is the opening section 
 of ‘the men i keep under my bed’
  

out the door, down the stack of steps

September dark and street lights lead me along the North Circular Road
slow at first, easing myself into it, 

limbs stiff and dissatisfied from lack of sleep

my runners slap the pavement
6am cars slug by in a blur of light

my breath is a cloud to run through

I argue

part of me would like to turn around
push my key into the lock, go back indoors

melt butter into toast, brew some coffee

(not the cheap kind, a man with coffee-snobbery sold it to me)

in that version of events, I do something wholesome
one of those activities Kasia suggested like yoga

she tutted when I told her about the running
bent over, her slight frame leaning forward
as she tapped my kneecap with her finger

what about your knees, are they not going to hurt 

I shrugged, always the shrug
the half-answer to uncomfy questions
I rarely consider the fate of my knees

or any of the advice Kasia gives me, like

embrace the healing properties of  yoghurt
or

a teaspoon of  ascorbic acid per day

(keeps all sense of joy at bay)
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two minutes into the run
Phoenix Park sits, white gates against the dark

I will myself to think like an apple
which is to grow and be and fall

I read it in some mindfulness book, that
and a chapter about pretending to be a seed

but I don’t feel seed-like, they’re all untapped potential
that’s the kind of metaphor Mrs Ryan loved

compare yourself  to fruit 

a leaving cert English teacher’s idea of poetry
then university professors go salivating over fertile pomegranates

until we’re all products of poor metaphorical training

a stitch develops, nestled in my ribs, I slow
focus on filling up my lungs

half a mile into the park
the Garda Barracks to my back

I take the boring road
snake along the border walls
one flat line out to the trails

I save the hills for when I’m tired
for when the effort matters

11 minutes in, too soon to go back

when I run, I think of Scott Jurek
foot bandaged, suffering across Death Valley

I tried his technique before, shortening steps
increasing turnover, it felt treadmill heavy

(I should stop reading about Scott, he subsists on rice balls)

the length of a stride 
feels like my body yawning across the ground

waking itself up

the grass that lines the road is wet and leaning
it smells like rain has been and rain is coming
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I wear little glove skins
an old cotton race t-shirt, ratty leggings

the t-shirt has I’ve been to Hell & Back scrawled across it

(it feels silly or ironic
it’s hard to differentiate)

if rain comes, cold will crawl into my lungs
make me into its home, spend weeks escaping from my nose

that’s if I don’t get gutted by a deer first, splatted by a car

I always scare myself with death

I’ll run a little further
I don’t want to deal with him
I’ll have to ask him to leave

or make him breakfast
let him leave without a fuss

I’m good at pretending
smile, chit chat, then after he leaves

never reply to any texts he sends

(assuming he’s the sort to text)

I need to find his Facebook page, he must have one
that way I can check where he’s likely to show up

and avoid all those places

ah, this is my favourite bit
the dark is softer now 

trees stretch toward the last chunk of moon

the moon will be gone
by the time I turn to go home

the sun will be coming up in front of me
its low-slung glow forcing me to watch the trail closely

I cross the back of the park
 consider going further
but I can’t miss the bus

it’s best to act normal
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people do this all the time, it’s nothing to feel anything about
I need to stop being whimsical, me and my romantic notions

I’ll veer here, loop through the wood
come out in front of the embassy
I love that stretchy piece of grass 

it goes on for miles, deer skirt its edges

once a French woman stopped me
about half a mile into the park, she was desolate

they said there were deer, do you know where 

I told her to keep going, they go wherever they feel like
she was wearing stupid shoes, I doubt she went any further

but you won’t just stumble on beauty, it doesn’t hang around waiting

maybe he’ll be gone by the time I get back
what was I thinking, I wasn’t thinking, not really
is that a valid excuse for acting the mouldy slut

I push the thought back

it’s not very feminist to consider myself a mouldy slut
I’ve agency over my body and all that 21st century shite

there’s the road again
return across the trails or down the main road

that cuts through the centre of the park

I don’t want to ruin the trail by associating it with this morning

I must be careful when I’m fragile
a subtle stump of wood

might stick in my subconscious

then months later
when I’m the new me

I’ll take that trail
notice stumpy and 

it will all come back

as if it never got put away
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I’m being dramatic
this is, of course, grand

the road is spotted with the odd runner now

morning-time soul-searchers

cars slip into the city

I slow again, come close to stopping
the thud of dehydrated head hurt
I’ll glug a pint of water, painkillers

recover from this ritual of pain

in six months, I’ve not learnt that
Dublin isn’t kind 

one glass becomes five
each glass a reminder that

 I’m worn out by it all

it’s okay for Sarah, Fridays start late for her
blundering out of bed at 11am

right about the time I slot into my desk
down my third coffee

it’s hard to resist her, I tried

ah come on Beth
Diarmaid is driving me mad

would you not go for one
it’ll do you good to get back out there

30 minutes, almost home

a man practices Tai Chi between the trees
a strange place to be at peace, so near the road

but I suppose the trick is finding peace there anyway

people can’t seem to keep calmness to themselves
it seeps out of their pores, gets right up in my face

asks why I’m ticking over a thousand thoughts
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up around the Polo Grounds
a runner strides on the other side of the grass

I pick the pace up, not slogging, not me
my stomach lumps at the new tempo

the tall thin loping figure goes by
I give him the runner’s nod

once his footfalls are out of earshot
I slow to a waddle

I can’t do this

the zoo’s green fence holds in the sound of animals
their morning chorus, strangely haunting

how weak I am
the slower pace brings him back to me

I hope he’s not asleep
that he got up, slipped out, left no note

so, I can romanticise

what if

I hadn’t gone running
left him slumped across my sheets

It’s unsettling to watch a stranger sleeping
to feel their weight pressed along me in the bed

to see how vulnerable they can be in my presence
or how they reach towards me in their sleep

me or some memory of a girl they once loved
it is she they clutch at before waking

once awake
they realise she is gone

once awake
there is stilted conversation 

or half-baked sex
to fill the not knowing

the mutual not wanting to know
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this man was no sleep-reacher
not the sort to get hung up on hauntings

he was the nightmare of first attempts
rough and quick and rolled over

he left me wet and wanting

I didn’t ask him to leave
I let him sleep

by morning, his light snore 
took up all the room in my head

steady in the dark
I moved across the room

found my runners

now, I jog alongside the Barracks
a batch of Gardaí set out to run

the light is piecing the day together
people have that tired Friday slouch

I pass a uniformed girl with her mother
it seems sad that someone so young

is so perfectly pressed
her footsteps skip, bag jolting behind her

I should not be getting so down in the drudge
not wishing I could sleep all day Saturday

no sleep, it’s Granny’s birthday
I’ve to bus-haul home

Granny is eighty
one of those ages that seems impossible

imagine explaining to Granny that I’ve slept with a man
because I wanted to be held, but then he never held me

stop this, breathe, cop on
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200 metres to the door
I need to quit moping

quit longing for boys that spoon
or have encyclopaedic knowledge

of topics I am ignorant in

I tried explaining to Sarah
about wanting someone fascinating

she asked

but like fascinating how 

a butterfly enthusiast
someone who builds intricate watches

trains themselves to write the Japanese alphabet

Sarah says

that is the definition of  being too fussy

I suspect the reality of a Japanese-writing butterfly enthusiast
would involve the kind of person who alphabetises their socks

sucks the last bit of chicken from the bone in a slurpy sound

creak of gate, I jog up the steps
fiddle with my keys at the door

try to remember his name
perhaps I’ll need to use it

was he a Conor or maybe an accountant
I associate accountants with bland names

(if you name a baby Conor
you might as well sign them up
for spreadsheets in the womb)

I push open the door
the hall is the dark of rest

I pause, before entering
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Aoife Lyall

nita, sri lanka, 2005

You pet her coarse mitten hands.
Pinch her stitched toes. 
Pat her cotton hair.

‘Nita’, sewn neatly onto her modest vest.
In Hebrew, it means Grace; in Indian faithful.
Native American, bear.
(That’s what we call you). 

Taller than you,
you look up to her and laugh 
at her dark eyes, her curved nose,
her thin red-stitched smile.
 
She is twelve years old now;
one of twelve thousand made 
for the twelve thousand lost.
 
Your first doll, you will give her 
the thoughts and words the tsunami 
washed away. You will give her life,
never knowing she has died.
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Tomás de Faoite

botanist

A botanist told me at my father’s wake
that the poet Séamus Dall Mac Cuarta was
buried in the same graveyard as my family.
Someone remarked: “Your father looks well.”
The botanist said: “No better than he did
yesterday, when he was still alive, a bit paler.”
The room silenced, no one spoke, people
stilled. I looked at my father; sure
he was paler, off colour like elder berry
blossom that can be turned into a potion
to set the mind free and wild for
an hour or two. But what we were left with
was an awkwardness, a brute zen-moment
of absolute fact. He was gone
not here, not there, just gone
into what was beyond us, non-being,
his consciousness uploaded like a bird in the trees
who sings the beauty of  shrubs to the sun.
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Ben McGuire

wild apple 

The Lyman alpha forest is an absorption phenomenon seen in the spectra  
 of  (especially distant) high redshift quasars and galaxies. It is the only direct  
 observational evidence we have of  the existence and properties of  the general  
 intergalactic medium.

   – Michael Rauch
 

Wild apple of our eye, hung 
crimson in the Lyman alpha forest that grew round you, 

tangle of theorized light absorption, 
             loop in a net 
cast 
         over space – 
apple, 
dark matter, 
concept, unmet friend, 

to us you are 
what you are,  
             part of everything. 
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Mary Montague

the opposite birds
 after Dyke and Kaiser

Dead languages translate 
Mesozoic runes into a precise 

vocabulary that powers 
the enantiornithes

 
back into the air 

on their alternatively 
arranged bones

of the pectoral girdle 
 
whereby a boss 

on the coracoid 
articulated with a facet 

on the scapula, unlike

modern birds where 
a boss on the scapula 

articulates with a facet 
on the coracoid. 
  
But, overlooking

the teeth, the clawed manus, 
in other respects the opposites 

were the same: wing proportions 

were of a volant bird; a triosseal 
pulley system worked 

the shoulder; the carina
 plunged for massive 

attachment of muscle; 
and the furcula 

was narrow and slender 
as any wishbone that springs 
   
to assist the flight stroke  

for long migrations 
across the new oceans 

of the Cretaceous   
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or flitting through forests
of cycad. Where they thrived. 

All that’s left are featherings 
petrified in volcanic ash  

to conjure words – marks 
on our perishable artefacts –

quickening the breath at a rush 
of alternative wings.
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Michael Brophy

border lines 

An infant’s cheek rests on the warmth 
Of her knee, his head pressed against  
The crocodile skin of her handbag

As she gently strokes his hair while 
The Enterprise smokes its way home 
With her Christmas catch of cologne.

Altar boys on their annual outing 
Punching the air as letterboxes   
Change from red to green 

Excited to visit once more the glass
Displays of elderly weapons and the
Slouched hats of mannequin soldiers.

Students driving north coughing on
Full-strength roll-ups to smother the smell
Of plastic packages inside the doors.

A son crossing south with his father’s
Ur n hidden in a towel to release 
Him without formal approval for
Resting in peace.
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Gerard Coughlan

dernier

Towards the end of its cycle
Our dishwasher idles,
Emitting a soft, soporific sound.

I am forever put in mind
Of the Dublin to Cork train,
Beginning its slow descent
To Kent Station
On a winter’s evening –

Bringing, in its wake,
A cloak of darkening countryside:
Raven-possessed oaks,
Yellow-eyed windows
Of brave, misted bungalows
And silvered water, in lonely fields,
Catching the vanity
Of an aloof and
Always indifferent moon.
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Eleanor Hooker

misconduct 

 Decoded, the message etches itself  in acid 
  so every syllable becomes a sore. 
   – Ruth Stone (The Wound)

An endless after-dinner speech
and I wait for a pause before returning to my seat.
A porcelain doll waits too. 
Her rusty-blue eyes fix on me. 
She smiles an immaculate sort of malice.
I don’t know her, but wonder how she died.
“I know your sister,” she says. “I worked with her …
professionally.” I name my sisters, but no and no 
and no. She grows impatient, snaps her name.
She leans close. I smell starvation on her breath, 
hear a mechanism, no-one could call a heart, thud.
“You see,” she says “I was her therapist.” 

A trap – steel crushes my ankles.
I know this race of people, I withdraw into history 
to find my sister, take her by the hand and run. 

We escape through tall grass in the back meadow,
through a field of dandelion clocks tick-tocking
beside the railway track. Down at the river
we hunker beneath the bridge,
laugh at this bold new adventure.
Too young to own a lexicon for our future,
we speak nursery rhymes half learned –
Needles and pins,  
needles and pins.  
When a doll comes to life, 
your trouble begins!
She says she wants to go home
and I return to myself.

The speeches continue
but I have retreated so far 
I hear only faint resounds.
The living doll cannot reach me,
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though her silence says, don’t get drunk
on any assumption you are accepted here. 

And I return to myself.
My sister says she wants to go home.
Your trouble begins
when a doll comes to life.
Needles and pins,  
needles and pins. 
We speak nursery rhymes half learned –
too young to own a lexicon for our future
we laugh at this bold new adventure.
We hunker beneath the bridge
beside the railway track. Down at the river
we run through a field of dandelion clocks tick-tocking,
to escape through tall grass in the back meadow.


